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The Big Society – What is it?

� Shifting the culture – from 
government action to local 
action

� People making a difference

� Effective civil society

� Distinction between Voluntary 
Sector and Big Society
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Big Society and Local Government

Three key challenges:

� Community 

Empowerment

� Opening up public 

services

� Social Action
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Community Empowerment
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Opening up public services

For example:

� Work Programme

� Free Schools

� Care Services
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Social Action

� National Initiatives 

such as the National 

Citizen Service

� Locally need to build 

capacity e.g. through 

Community 

Organisers
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What Local Authorities can do 

� Openness and involvement in Local 
Authority processes does not equate to a 
lack of power

� Inequality gaps always widen during 
periods of recession and austerity 
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What’s happened in Leicestershire 1

�VCS is engaged at all levels in our 
Leicestershire Together structure

�Leicestershire Working Together - the 
"scrutiny" function of Leicestershire 
Together

�LCC has already allocated a fund of £1 
million for Big Society initiatives
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What’s happened in Leicestershire 2

� VCS Forum provides an opportunity 
for a wide range of VCS voices to 
consider key issues 

� LCC put more than £3 million over 5 
years into the Stronger Communities 
theme of our LAA. 

� We are working with the sector to 
develop our approach to enabling the 
Big Society
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What’s happened in Leicestershire 3

� VCS is involved in the design 
and delivery of the Community 
Budgets programme.

� Strategic planning is helping to 
give local VCS organisations 
the best possible chance of 
success in bidding for 
contracts. 

� We are committed to continuing 
to work with the sector to 
minimise the impact of cuts…

We are up for the challenge of 
doing more with less - are you?
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Big Society – Big Opportunity


